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When France entered Algeria, the aim of its colonization was not only political 
or economic, but lied in imposing its culture and transforming the Algerian 
identity to a French one; language was a mirror of this acculturation. What is 
surprising is that this influence is still witnessed in nowadays’ Algerian Arabic 
speech where both linguistic codes coexist and are by no means independent of 
each other. This linguistic phenomenon is revealed in aspects of switching to 
and borrowing from French to dialectal Algerian Arabic and vice versa. This 
paper aims at describing and explaining the application of Algerian Arabic 
determiners, demonstratives, and possessives on French nouns. By providing 
some examples, the researcher tries to find some morphosyntactic as well as 
morphophonological explanations and interpretations to this morphological 
phenomenon. The present article ends with finding certain generalizations that 
borrowing French nouns to Algerian Arabic linguistic context is governed by 
syntactic, phonological as well as morphological constraints. 
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INTRODUCTION 
History marked that the French colonization has 
lasted more than a century in Algeria. During their 
settlement in the country, the French colonialism has 
tried to impose distinct aspects of life on Algerian 
people among which language is one. From that time, 
the French language has been used in Algeria in 
parallel to the local dialects found in different 
districts. Maamri (2009, 77) has mentioned that, 
One major effect of colonization in Algeria 
had been the dislocation of language. The 
imposition of the French language meant not 
only segregation, illiteracy of the great bulk 
of the Algerian people, religious intolerance, 
but above all the eradication of Algerian 
identity and her linguistic expressions, 
Arabic and Berber. 
French has been, until nowadays, used in different 
social domains including education, politics, 
administration and even in daily conversations. This 
has made today’s Algeria as “the second largest 
French-speaking community in the world” 
(Benrabah, 2007). Consequently, the linguistic 
impact lasts and is reflected in aspects of switching 
and borrowing where both codes adhere to the 
grammatical and structural rules of use especially 
when certain linguistic items have no equivalent in  
 
dialectal Algerian Arabic, therefore, French is mostly 
used. For example:  
[ħali:t lfriʒider] ‘I opened the fridge’ and never 
[θalaʒa] (from Standard Arabic), 
[ʕajetlu f telefon] ‘I called him on the phone’ and 
never [ha:tif] (from Standard Arabic). 
Previous studies have merely dealt with the 
influence of French on Algerian Arabic but very few 
concentrated on the mutual, reciprocal influence of 
both varieties on each other. It is true that French 
affected Algerian Arabic to the extent that some 
linguistic items, including lexicon, are only expressed 
in French and have no equivalent in the local variety. 
Yet, it is worth mentioning that this use adheres to 
the grammar of the host variety. The latter does not 
only include structural items but also moves to the 
word level. By word level, we mean that the 
combination of morphemes from both linguistic 
systems is organized and well structured, i.e., they act 
as belonging to a single variety.  
As far as the linguistic system of dialectal 
Algerian Arabic, most studies and much of the 
literature were done from a sociolinguistic or didactic 
perspectives; but little was done from a 
morphological stand point. Being participants of a 
bilingual speech community, Algerian speakers tend 
to mix two divergent codes namely the Darja, i.e., 
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Algerian Arabic and French within the same 
utterance. Interestingly, starting from the point that 
borrowing is the incorporation of words from one 
variety into another with morpho-syntactic adaptation 
(Gumperz 1982: 75-82 cited in Belarbi, 2012: 47), 
the present paper is an attempt to investigate, 
describe, and explain this linguistic behavior from a 
morphological angle with regard to providing some 
syntactic and phonological interpretations of this 
phenomenon. The researcher focuses mainly on the 
use of determiners, demonstratives as well as 
possessives of Algerian Arabic on French borrowed 
words, under the title "Algerianization of French 
nouns". The term Algerianization denotes the fact 
that borrowed items (such as French nouns in the 
present article) will behave the same way as Algerian 
Arabic words. This can only be successful once one 
respects the rules and mechanisms of the recipient 
language which are mainly highlighted in our 
discussions and generalizations namely 
morphological, phonological and syntactic 
constraints. 
1. The Use of Determiners 
Determiners are generally linguistic items placed 
before nouns in order to make their reference clear. 
For example, to mention something for the first time 
marks indefiniteness. If the listener is supposed to 
know what the speaker is referring to (an already 
mentioned idea, identifying a particular/ unique 
object, person, or place, before adjectives and 
superlatives) then, definite markers are used. 
1.1.  Indefiniteness 
a. Indefiniteness in Algerian Arabic 
 
In dialectal Algerian Arabic, the marker of 
indefiniteness is the absence of the definite article [l] 
(Djeffar, 2013: 72) eg. [O da: r] 'a house'. Yet, there 
exists another marker which is not a prefix but rather 
an independent form which does not agree with the 
noun it precedes (ibid). Indefiniteness is sometimes 
indicated by the structure [waħd əl-] 'one' (Zahida 
Chebchoub, 1985: 156) eg. [waħd əl- bent] 'a girl' 
b. Indefiniteness in French 
The use of indefinite articles is compulsory in French 
(Chebchoub, 1985: 156). It is marked by articles 
which agree in gender and number with the noun it 
precedes. 
 
c. The use of AA indefinitive article with French 
nouns 
waħd əl/ la 
fille 
waħd əl/ le 
garçon             
waħd əl/ les 
gens               
one     the    girl one     the     
boy 
one     the     
people 
'a girl' 'a boy' 'people' 
*waħd fille *waħd garçon *waħd gens 
 
The data provided show that the structure [waħd] 
which expresses indefiniteness in AA can be applied 
to any borrowed French noun. The latter acts as an 
Algerian noun which obeys automatically to the rule. 
Yet, the problem is that [waħd] cannot stand alone as 
it generates an ungrammatical structure once applied 
to a bare French noun, i.e., a noun without the 
definite article (either the French or the Algerian 
Arabic one).  
un                   
garçon 
une                 
fille 
des         gens 
a (sing.masc)   
boy 
a (sing.fem)    
girl 
(plural)    
people 
‘a boy’ ‘a girl’ 
 
‘people’ 
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Therefore, the existence of such a structure [*une la 
fille] is ungrammatical since the syntactic node is 
already satisfied by only one component. Our result 
can be tightly related to the statement made by 
Sankoff and Maineville (1986) that borrowing from 
one language involves satisfying the morphological 
and syntactic rules of another language. Hence, the 
application of the indefinite article from Algerian 
Arabic into French borrowed nouns should satisfy 
both morphological and syntactic rules of the 
Algerian Arabic variety but not the reverse.      
1.2.  Definiteness 
 
a. Definiteness in Algerian Arabic 
Definiteness is shown in nouns by either the definite 
particle, inherited form in a noun root, or by the 
vocative. The definite article [l] is prefixed to 
common nouns. The nature of the following 
consonant determines the form of the particle. In 
other words, if the consonant is lunar; then, the 
definite particle would be [l] eg. [l-bi:t] 'the room', 
but if it is solar; then the [l] is assimilated. Therefore, 
an emphasis would be on the concerned consonant (it 
is doubled) eg. [d-da:r] 'the house' (Djeffar, 2013 p. 
70-71). 
b. Definiteness in French 
In French, the definite articles are represented by 'le' 
(sing.masc), 'la' (sing.fem), 'les' (plur) which agree in 
gender and number with the noun they define. 
c. The application of Algerian Arabic determiners 
on French Nouns 
When an Algerian speaker borrows a French noun, 
the noun behaves the same way as a normal noun of 
the recipient language/ variety. In order to account 
for our assumption that borrowed nouns should apply 
to the same rule as Algerian Arabic nouns, let us 
consider the following examples where French nouns 
are given the feature of definiteness through the 
application of the Algerian Arabic definite particle as 
shown before, i.e. either by using the [el] or by 
doubling the first consonant. 
1) əl-cahier         əl-vista       l-agence    l-article        
            the copybook the coat  the agence   the article 
 
2) s-sala                t-tabla             l-lampa 
           the salon           the table           the lamp 
 
The examples in (1) show the application of the 
definite article [əl] with French nouns. Examples in 
(2) show the doubling of the first consonant of the 
borrowed French noun. This can be interpreted as 
follows: first, /əl/ occurs with nouns starting in lunar 
consonants; second, /l/ occurs before nouns starting 
in vowels; third, assimilation of [əl] which results in 
doubling the first consonant happens with French 
borrowed nouns starting in solar consonants. This 
can be considered as a phonological interpretation of 
this morphological phenomenon. This result can be 
enhanced by the statement done by Gumperz (1982: 
66) that:  
The borrowed items are fully integrated into the 
grammatical system of the borrowing language 
and they are treated as if they are part of the 
lexicon of that language and share morphological 
and phonological systems of that language. 
2. The Use of Demonstratives 
Demonstratives generally reflect where a given 
person, object or event is in relation to the speaker, 
i.e., reflecting physical or psychological closeness 
(near) or distance (far).  
a. Demonstratives in Algerian Arabic 
Similar to English, Algerian Arabic has two 
categories of demonstratives namely: "the proximal" 
                 QP 
 
 
 
Syntactically speaking, the quantifier [waħd] acts like 
the specifier of the Determiner Phrase [el-weld] 
(Spec.DP) to form the whole Quantifier Phrase (QP). 
Then, the rest of the structure should be complete since 
in French, the presence of determiners is compulsory. 
Therefore, the borrowed noun [le garçon] completes 
the same place as its equivalent in the host variety [el-
weld]. 
 
 
 
                  DP 
 
 
DP 
 
 
The second conclusion is that [waħd] cannot be 
replaced by its equivalent in French with the same word 
and within the same structure. If we try to apply the 
French counterpart of the AA [waħd] which is [une] to a 
structure like [waħd la fille] which gives us [*une la 
fille]. This results to ungrammaticality. Interestingly, 
there should be a morpho-syntactic account for this. 
Syntactically speaking, [une] and [la] or [el] occupy the 
same position in the same syntactic node which is the 
determiner of the Determiner Phrase (DP).  
 
Q DP 
D N 
waħd 
le garçon 
D N 
la fille 
D N 
une fille 
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and the "distal" demonstratives (Cowel, 1964 cited in 
Djeffar, 2013: 119). They agree in gender and 
number with the noun they precede.  
Table 1: Examples of proximal and distal 
demonstrative in AA 
Proximal 
Demonstratives 
Distal Demonstratives 
Had-a el-korras 
This-sing.masc the-
copybook 
'This copybook' 
Had-a-k el-korras 
That-sing.masc.dis the-
copybook 
'That copybook' 
Had-i el-ketba 
This-sing.fem the-
writing-fem 
'This writing' 
Had-i-k el-ketba 
That-sing.fem.dis the-
writing 
'That writing' 
Had-ou el-hwayej 
This-plur the-thing-s 
'these things' 
Had-ou-k el-hwayej 
This-plur.dis the-thing-s 
'those things' 
 
b. Demonstratives in French 
Ce                       
garçon 
Cette                 
fille 
Ces              gens 
This 
(sing.masc) 
boy 
This 
(sing.fem) girl 
These (plur) 
people 
'This boy' 'This girl' 'These people' 
 
c. The application of Algerian Arabic 
demonstratives on French Nouns 
In order to see how AA demonstratives apply to 
French nouns, let us consider the following 
examples: 
Table 2:  Examples illustrating grammatical and 
ungrammatical use of AA demonstratives on French 
nouns 
 
The remarks that one may arrive to are that:  
first, [had] agrees in gender and number with the 
noun it precedes;  
second, it cannot exist alone but there should exist a 
definite article (either of AA or F) after it and before 
the noun;  
third, it cannot be replaced by its French equivalent 
(ce/ cette/ ces, i.e., denoting masc, fem, plur 
respectively). Let start with the last remark as it has a 
syntactic explanation. In fact, the articles "le, la, les" 
and "ce, cette, ces" are all syntactically considered as 
Determiners. i.e., they occupy the D position in any 
syntactic tree. Once again, whenever a node is 
satisfied by a given constituent, the occurrence of 
another one with similar properties is prevented as it 
results to the ungrammaticality of the sentence. 
 
Regardless whether the demonstrative is proximal or 
distal, [had] agrees in gender (masculine and 
feminine) and number (singular and plural) with the 
borrowed noun it precedes. Finally, it is noticeable 
that [had] should be accompanied with a definite 
particle be it in AA or in French. These results lead 
us to advocate the fact that French borrowed nouns 
behave the same way as AA nouns as if they are part 
of the dialect's lexicon with respect to its 
morphophonological and syntactic rules. In this vain, 
it is claimed that borrowing is a mechanism of 
change in which a replication of the syntactic pattern 
is incorporated into the borrowing language through 
the influence of a host pattern found in a contact 
language. (Harris and Campell 1995: 51 cited in 
Haugan, 2008). All these phenomena become 
noticeable (to provide an amount of reliable data) 
once being frequently used; Sarah Grey Thomson 
(2003: 696 quoted from Belarbi, 2012-2013: 48) 
says: 
a code switched word or other 
morpheme becomes a borrowing if 
it is used more and more 
frequently- with or without 
phonological adaptation- until it is 
had/ek                 le          
livre 
had/ik                la         
bague 
had/ouk       les        gens 
this (sing,masc) 
the(masc) book 
This (sing,fem) 
the(fem) ring 
This (plur)  the(plur) people 
‘this book’ ‘this ring’ ‘these people’ 
*ce le livre *cette la bague *ces les gens 
*had livre *had bague *had gens 
 
DP DP QP 
 
 
 
 
D N D N Q 
DP 
D N 
Le  livre ce livre 
had 
le 
livre 
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a regular part of the recipient 
language, learned as such by new 
learners. 
3. The Use of Possessives 
Generally shows a relationship of belonging or 
ownership of one thing to another. The possessive 
form is used with nouns, places, objects, kinship 
relations, etc. 
a. Possessives in Algerian Arabic 
This type of grammatical inflection is realized 
through the combination of pronouns with the nouns, 
i.e., the addition of possessive morphemes to the 
word/ noun (see table 3). More to the point, 
possessive case in dialectal Algerian Arabic is 
determined through the use of the possessive [dja:l] 
(note that this expression may differ from region to 
region- which is not our concern- but it applies to the 
same morphological process once being attached to 
possessive morphemes of AA) 
Table 3: Examples of Algerian Arabic possessives  
Da:r-i 
House-my 
My house 
D-da:r         dja:l-i 
The-house   of-my 
mine 
Da:r-ek 
House-your 
Your house 
D-da:r         dja:l-ek 
The-house   of-your  
Yours 
Da:r-ou 
House-his 
His house 
D-da:r         dja:l-ou 
The-house   of-his 
His 
Da:r-ha 
House-her 
Her house 
D-da:r         dja:l-ha 
The-house   of-her 
Hers 
Da:r-na 
House-our 
Our house 
D-da:r         dja:l-na 
The-house   of-our 
Ours 
Da:r-koum 
House-your (plur) 
Your house 
D-da:r         dja:l-koum 
The-house   of-your 
Yours (plur) 
Da:r-houm 
House-their 
'Their house' 
D-da:r         dja:l-houm 
The-house   of-their 
theirs 
 
b. Possessives in French 
Consider the table (4) bellow 
Table 4: Examples of French possessives   
English 
gloss 
Masculine  Feminine  Plural  
My  Mon /mɔ̃/ Ma /ma/ Mes 
/me/ 
Your  Ton /tɔ̃/ Ta /ta/ Tes /te/ 
His/her/its Son /sɔ̃/ Sa /sa/ Ses /se/ 
Our Notre /nɔtʀ/ Notre 
/nɔtʀ/ 
Nos /nɔ/ 
Your Votre /vɔtʀ/ Votre 
/vɔtʀ/ 
Vos /vɔ/ 
Their  Leur /lœʀ/ Leur /lœʀ/ Leur 
/lœʀ/ 
 
C. The application of Algerian Arabic possessives 
on French Nouns 
An interesting fact about the application of AA 
possessives with French borrowed nouns is that 
nothing goes randomly while mixing the two 
languages and that everything in the process of 
borrowing is organized either syntactically, 
phonologically or both. A general remark that the 
research arrived to, concerning possessives, is that all 
French nouns can be used with the structure [dja: l]. 
Yet, the application of the possessive morphemes to 
the borrowed nouns is phonologically governed. This 
restriction is made at the level of number of syllables 
of the borrowed noun. See the following examples: 
l-portable dja:l-i/ 
portabl-i 
S-stilo dja:l-u/ 
stilo-uh 
l-ballon dja:l-
ha/ ballon-ha 
The-phone of-
me 
The-pen of-
him 
The-ballon of-
her 
My phone His pen Her ballon 
1) Examples of nouns with two syllables 
Le livre dja:l-i                 
*livr-i 
La mère dja:l-u              
*mèr-u 
Le père dja:l-ha             
*pèr-ha 
The-book of-
me 
The-mother of-
him 
The-father of-
her 
My book His mother Her father 
2) Examples of nouns with one syllable 
l-accident dja:l-
i/ *accident-i 
La solution 
dja:l-ek 
*solution-ek 
La natation 
dja:l-ha 
*natation-ha 
The-accident 
of-me 
The-sollution 
of-you 
The-swimming 
of-her 
My accident You sollution Her swimming  
3) Examples of nouns with three syllables 
l-préparation 
dja:l-na 
*préparation-
na 
l-modification 
dja:l-hom 
*modification-
hom 
l-interprétation 
dja:l-koum 
*interprétation-
koum 
The-
preparation of-
our 
The-
modification 
of-them 
The-
interpretation of-
you.plur 
Our 
preparation 
Their 
modification 
Your 
interpretation 
 
4) Examples of nouns with four-five syllables 
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Algerian Arabic morphemes of possession can only 
be attached to a two-syllable noun (no more no less). 
The data presented show that the possessive pronoun 
cannot be attached to monosyllabic nouns as well as 
nouns which have three or more syllables. This 
explains the idea that the level of morphological 
realization patterns refers to how grammatical 
relations are realized in surface configuration and that 
there should be a morpheme order and agreement 
morphology (quoted from Myers, 2002: 19) with 
regard to phonological constraints. 
CONCLUSION 
Mental Grammar consists of a set of modules, 
including syntax, semantics, morphology, phonology, 
etc. which are, to a great extent, related to and 
affected by one another. Generally speaking, the 
process of borrowing does not only touch the 
language at the level of the lexicon, but it also 
encompasses modifications and assimilations in 
phonology, syntax besides morphology. The present 
descriptive account reinforces the idea that borrowing 
overcomes the word-circle and moves to integrate 
other levels of linguistic influence. As an evidence, 
Algerian Arabic is that concrete instance to illustrate 
the integration of different modules of grammar in 
addition to the phonological and syntactic 
explanation of borrowing as a linguistic process. The 
present study is made concerning the application of 
determiners, demonstratives, and possessives of AA 
on French borrowed nouns. A process that we call 
"Algerianization of French nouns". The latter can be 
used as an umbrella term for the results of the 
research which show that borrowed nouns behave the 
same way as any other AA noun. This linguistic 
operation respects the morphological application and 
stratification of morphemes; complies the 
phonological restrictions; and toes the line of the 
syntactic regulations of the AA. In a nutshell, one 
may conclude that French nouns which are borrowed 
to AA behave as part of the original lexicon with 
respect to the phonology, syntax as well as the 
morphology of the AA.  
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